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Emily Carr from Victoria to London: 
colonial homecoming, cultural memory, and the illustrated travel narrative 

 
 
 On the 30th of July, 1910, Canadian writer and artist Emily Carr arrived at the Quebec 

City offices of the Canadian Pacific Railway company in a rage: her trunk had been lost, a final 

insult after a difficult three-week cross-country journey from her hometown of Victoria, British 

Columbia. The artist describes the incident in an unpublished illustrated book entitled “Sister and 

I from Victoria to London: Memoirs of Ods and Ends.”1 Having first “collapsed in black 

despair” upon the discovery that her things had been “neither been seen nor heard of,” Carr set 

out to interrogate those responsible for her misery. The results were unsatisfactory:   

We determined on a personal investigation of that CPR baggage room there was only a 
weak-legged sickly youth in charge but neither sister’s pleading nor my threats, produced 
that trunk, finally when I had reduced him to a state of writhing terror, I extracted the 
intelligence “It went aboard the boat sailing yesterday” Why it so eagerly took to sea by 
its lonely, he, nor we, nor nobody knew. And heaping maledictions upon his sandy head 
and on all CPR officials in general, we marched from the office to the nearest laundry.  
 

The accompanying illustration is almost violent (fig. 1): Emily, red-faced, reaches out in anger 

and shakes her umbrella at a hapless CPR worker cowering behind a service counter, as her older 

sister Alice sits despondently on a pile of luggage that does not include a trunk already on its 

way to Liverpool.  

 The artist was en route to London when she was waylaid in Quebec. Having previously 

spent five years in Britain, this was to be Carr’s second (and final) transatlantic voyage; a full 

                                                
1 “Sister and I from Victoria to London: Memoirs of Ods and Ends” is held in the British Columbia Archives in 
Victoria, BC (Emily Carr fonds, BCA).  
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account of the pleasures and travails—and usually more of the latter—of the five-week journey 

is related in “Sister and I… .” Composed of forty-six pen and ink drawings, each accompanied 

by a lengthy written diary entry, the book is notable as a rare example of an illustrated travel 

narrative created by a woman in the long nineteenth century. If the artist’s amusing CPR incident 

is demonstrative of the level of independence and assertiveness required of Victorian women 

travelers, it also, I argue, hints at some of the frustrations experienced by a white colonial woman 

traveling to the imperial metropole.  

 This paper examines the ways in which Emily Carr’s “Sister and I from Victoria to 

London” deftly combines text and image to capture the experience of a colonial woman making 

a trip that she understood as a “homecoming” to the center of her empire. The artist’s voyage 

abroad was undertaken for personal and professional reasons, yes, but also because of a 

collective memory of and longing for Britain that was commonly expressed through transatlantic 

travel in the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This colonial cultural memory was 

itself at least in part constructed through the production and dissemination of popular travel 

narratives. Carr’s “memoir of odds and ends” would have functioned within this cycle, serving 

not only as a way for the artist to record her own memories, but as a potential guide both for 

future travelers and for armchair travelers who might never themselves make the trek. But even 

as it follows within many of the guidelines of its genre, adopting a documentary feel and 

authoritative voice, “Sister and I…” also clearly reveals the upheaval to gender, class, and racial 

identity incurred by colonial travel, and the many potential disappointments that can result from 

cultural memory made present day experience. 

 Emily Carr’s story has been told ably elsewhere, so I will only rehearse it here briefly: 

born in 1871 in the colonial outpost of Victoria, the eccentric outsider rejected the old-fashioned 
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social norms of her stuffy hometown in favor of an independent life in the bush. There she 

became one with the natural landscape and First Nations culture, struggling alone with her art 

until she was at last discovered late in life. Frequently compared to contemporaries such as Frida 

Kahlo and Georgia O’Keeffe, critical work on Carr has largely crystallized around a modernist 

and nationalist mythology that relies on a perception of the artist as both an exceptional woman 

and the quintessential Canadian.2  

 This legend has continued to loom large over any discussion of the artist and her work 

even 70 years after her death; such a tale cannot, however, accommodate the first two, much 

more cosmopolitan decades of Carr’s career. Convinced by visiting artists who called the West 

Coast “crude, unpaintable,” and who claimed that a European art education was a professional 

necessity,3 Emily Carr left Canada to enroll in London’s Westminster School of Art in 1899. In 

the five and a half years she lived in Britain, she also worked for significant periods of time in 

Cornwall and Hertfordshire. This was neither her first, nor last major voyage abroad: her time in 

Britain was preceded by three years’ study in San Francisco in 1890-93, and followed by a 

lengthy trip up the Alaskan coast in 1907 and a year in France in 1910-11.  

 Carr was hardly the first Canadian woman artist to go abroad in pursuit of personal and 

professional opportunities unavailable in her colonial homeland, nor was she an outlier in her 

choice of London as a destination (rather than the perhaps more-expected Paris). Indeed, she was 

just one of a flood of Canadian travelers making the long trek across the Atlantic in the decades 

between Confederation and World War I; as the heart of the empire to which Canada belonged, 
                                                
2 The classic biographies of the artist are Doris Shadbolt, The Art of Emily Carr (Toronto: Clarke, Irwin, and 
Company, 1979) and Maria Tippett, Emily Carr: A Biography (Toronto: Anansi, 2006). The most recent major 
exhibition of Carr’s work was held at the National Gallery of Canada in 2006; the accompanying catalogue is 
Charles Hill et al., Emily Carr: New Perspectives on a Canadian Icon (Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 2006). 
Recently, Gerta Moray has acknowledged the mythologizing tendency in Carr scholarship with a discussion of how 
previous literature and exhibitions have created the artist’s current reputation (Gerta Moray, Unsettling Encounters: 
First Nations Imagery in the Art of Emily Carr [Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2006], 2-19). 
3 Emily Carr, Growing Pains: The Autobiography of Emily Carr (Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 2005), 106-7. 
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Britain was a natural choice for their expatriation. It is now a well-told story that transatlantic 

travel increased by leaps and bounds in the decades prior to the Great War. The advent of rail 

and steamship travel, together with the growth of a middle-class in possession of a new level of 

disposable income to enjoy them, meant that more North American men and women were 

crossing the Atlantic for work, education, and pleasure than ever before.4 These travelers, Carr 

included, were, by and large, of white, Protestant, British descent, and frequently conceived of 

the transatlantic trip as a kind of secular pilgrimage to the land of their parents and 

grandparents—a route from the colonies to the metropole that historian Antoinette Burton has 

called “the voyage in.”5  

 Uncoincidentally, North American transatlantic travel grew in popularity at the very time 

that Canada and the United States faced new challenges to their nascent national identities: the 

social effects of expansion westward, a changing relationship with indigenous populations, and 

especially increased immigration from new and different countries meant that the white, British 

cultural foundation of each was becoming rather shaky. Travel to Britain was one popular 

response to these challenges: a means of solidifying traditional political and economic 

connections, shoring up cultural identity, and claiming one’s heritage.6 For colonial tourists, 

travel to Britain was about more than the pleasures of sightseeing: it also enticingly offered the 

possibility of locating one’s ancestral roots and, as one tourist guidebook advertised, of being 
                                                
4 For surveys of Canadian travel to Europe in the pre-WWI period specifically, see Cecilia Morgan, ‘A Happy 
Holiday:’ English Canadians and Transatlantic Tourism, 1870-1930 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008) 
and Eva-Marie Kröller, Canadian Travellers in Europe, 1851-1900 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia 
Press, 1987). Other useful texts include Christopher Mulvey, Transatlantic Manners: Social Patterns in Nineteenth-
Century Anglo-American Travel Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Christopher Mulvey, 
Anglo-American Landscapes: A Study of Nineteenth-Century American Travel Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983); Mary Suzanne Schriber, Writing Home: American Women Abroad, 1830-1920 
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1997); and William Stowe, Going Abroad: European Travel in 
Nineteenth Century American Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994).  
5 Antoinette Burton, At the Heart of Empire: Indians and the Colonial Encounter in Late Victorian Britain 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 3. See also Angela Woollacott, To Try Her Fortune in London: 
Australian Women, Colonialism, and Modernity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). 
6 Kröller, 26-7; Morgan, A Happy Holiday, 109-15; Schriber, 20-1. 
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“among a kindred people.”7 Thus conceived of as a kind of ritual homecoming—a re-integration 

into the familial fold of the Empire—a trip to London was socially acceptable, even expected, for 

a young white Canadian woman, and often encouraged as a kind of finishing school for a 

potentially rough-around-the-edges colonial girl like Emily Carr.  

 Admittedly, no doubt some of the lack of attention to Carr’s transnational early years 

stems from the lack of paintings from that period. What few paintings exist from her San 

Francisco and London years show a traditional academic art education and little of the Post-

Impressionist expressionism that would gain her later fame. But throughout these busy years, 

Carr created a number of illustrated books—which she called her “funny books”—all largely 

untouched in the otherwise extensive scholarship on the artist-author; they have never been 

examined in detail, and the vast majority have never been published. All were produced when 

Carr was traveling: one chronicles a bicycle trip through the Cowichan Valley, another, her 

journey to Alaska. Several take up the subject of the artist’s experiences in Britain. 

 Although the texts sometimes take the form of diary entries, the books are deliberate, 

finished pieces clearly re-worked from records kept while traveling. Judging from a variety of 

archival sources, she seems to have intended them as gifts: her 1907 Alaska Journal was given to 

her sister and traveling partner Alice, for example, and the original version of Pause, created 

after her eighteen-month stay in a British sanatorium in 1903-4, was mailed to her doctors. The 

recently discovered Royal Funeral (1901) was given to her friend and roommate Hannah 

Kendall, who features prominently as a “character” in both that book and another. Moreover, 

Royal Funeral exists in two copies. Both the fact that these were given to others and made in 

multiple suggests the possibility that the books reflect not so much “unvarnished” diary-like 

                                                
7 Women’s Rest Tour Association, A Summer in England, with a Continental Supplement: A Handbook for the Use 
of American Women. 5th ed. (Boston: A.J. Ochs and Company, 1900), 6-7. 
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sketches of the artist’s life, as they have been called in the past,8 but a deliberate, public staging 

of the shifting identity Carr experienced while travelling. 

 A number of authors have described the act of transatlantic travel (and tourism more 

generally) as the performance of a ritual. The experience of travel is always already prescribed to 

a certain extent: routes and destinations are planned ahead of time, and personal responses are 

always mediated through the experiences of the thousands who have gone before.9 This was 

perhaps particularly true for those North American travellers going to Britain who conceived of 

that travel as going home. Travel books like Carr’s—what William Stowe has called the 

“liturgy” of travel10—not only describe to their audiences the physical journey undertaken, but 

prepare them for the emotional journey as well.  

 In this respect, “Sister and I from Victoria to London” might be described as highly 

generic. Carr covers all of the most popular themes of travel literature: the farewell scene, her 

impressions of the various hotels, trains, and ships she passes through, homesickness, 

seasickness, problems with language differences, problems with locals, problems with fellow 

travellers, and as we have already seen, problems with the service industry (figs. 2-5). The artist 

also adopts a conventional voice in her writing: anecdotal, authoritative, sometimes awestruck, 

and more frequently dismissive. The accompanying illustrations – straightforward sketches in 

pen and ink, and fairly monochromatic in shades of yellow, blue, and black – echo this voice in 

terms of both content and style. Diverse personalities and locations are each conveyed with just a 

few lines and reduced to little more than types. The effect of this simplicity is an impression that 

                                                
8Johanne Lamoureux, “The Other French Modernity of Emily Carr,” in Emily Carr: New Perspectives on a 
Canadian Icon, eds. Charles Hill et al. Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 2006, 51-53. 
9 For instance, Schriber, 16-17; Stowe, 18-19. 
10 Stowe, 29. 
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the images are accurate, documentary recordings of the artist’s experiences, if also heightened 

for comedic effect: recall that CPR worker shrinking from a red-faced, luggage-less artist.  

 But more than amusing anecdotes, Carr’s stories and illustrations “offer us glimpses of 

the relationships and structures of power in which tourists were embedded, most notably those of 

class, but also of gender, ethnicity and race, and empire and nation.”11 It is indeed the service 

workers of French Quebec who receive the bulk of Emily’s wrath: in addition to the problem of 

the CPR baggage room, she has difficulties finding an appropriate hotel room, remarks on the 

“torpid stupidity” of French cab drivers, and later, frustrated by her inability to understand the 

French-speaking family with whom she stays when they try to give her a glass of water, 

eventually asks for “enough water to drown the entire French-speaking population of Quebec.”  

 Perhaps the most revealing section of her narrative is a series of seven illustrations 

describing her run-in with one “Job Jewy, Dealer in Antiques” in Quebec City (fig. 6). Setting 

off to “do” Quebec by shopping, she buys what she believes to be an antique French pewter tea 

set in the aforementioned antique shop. The accompanying illustration shows the store sign 

stating the above name and title, and a shop window that masks a vague shadowy figure within 

its depths. The name ascribed to the shopkeeper makes the Jewish stereotype activated by Carr 

very clear. The Carr sisters, smugly proud of their bargaining skills—Emily brags that they 

possessed “that peculiarly self-satisfied feminine expression, significant of having made a 

shrewd bargain”—go back to their rented room to polish it, only to find that the inscription reads 

“Stirling electroplate Sheffield.” Although she chalks the experience up to there being “a lot to 

learn in life” and demands that her sister forget it ever happened, Emily continues to rail against 

the antique dealer’s fraud for another two entries (never mind that she herself intended to be 

                                                
11 Morgan, A Happy Holiday, 33. 
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dishonest to her friends at home about the origins of the tea set, planning to tell them it was a 

family heirloom).  

 The general annoyance Carr shows everyone she meets over the course of her trip is 

common in travel accounts, and like other writers, her encounters with people of other ethnicities 

and the working classes are generally treated as nuisances rather than genuinely problematic. 

While her gender may have put her at a certain disadvantage in terms of freedom of mobility, the 

artist’s whiteness and relatively privileged class status allowed her to comfortably dominate the 

workers she encounters. Furthermore, by putting herself in the position of power in these 

relationships throughout her narrative, it is possible for Carr to adopt an air of authority, wisdom, 

and worldliness for her audience.12 In this way does “Sister and I…” itself contribute to the body 

of travel literature that helped to draw Canadians and other colonials home to Britain. And yet, 

other illustrations and stories in “Sister and I…” reveal Carr’s considerable class, gender, and 

racial anxiety while traveling—anxieties that I argue speak to a greater insecurity about travel, 

cultural heritage, and the act of colonial homecoming.  

 This appears most strongly in the artist’s representation of and commentary on her own 

body and that of her sister—a recurrent theme throughout the series. In one pointed example (fig. 

7), the image is divided in two, with the two figures with their backs to one another going into 

separate restaurants: her sister enters a door marked “herb dinners,” while Emily’s door is 

marked “Good square meals” (rather clearly revealing the artist’s views on vegetarianism). The 

sisters’ bodies seem to reflect their meal choices: Alice is thin and dainty, while “all-round eater” 

Emily is big and sturdy. Their accessories echo their bodies as well: a big hat and big umbrella 

for Emily and small ones for Alice, suggesting a feminine delicacy that extends right down to her 

tiny shoes and creating a contrast between the sturdy, solid, down to earth sister and the prim, 
                                                
12 Ibid., 53-57. 
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proper, and constantly exasperated sister. Furthermore, most of the other women who appear 

throughout the book are represented as similar to her sister: tall, thin, tightly bound hair, thin 

silhouettes (recall the manageress and mother, for example). Carr’s stocky body, round face and 

frequently messy hair set her apart from the rest of the women she meets, and she is always 

pictured with her oversized black umbrella and a large hat, even indoors, giving the artist the 

distinct air of eccentricity. 

 The image of the artist as unstylish and unwomanly persists throughout the book (and 

indeed throughout her travel illustration work as a whole). Anxieties about her clothing, 

accessories, and body type appear to be constantly on her mind; she is particularly insecure about 

measuring up to feminine fashion standards. She takes more than a hint of pleasure in describing 

and illustrating her sister’s fall on a train platform, “tearing a fearful gash in her new travelling 

costume, the pride of her heart and the envy of mine all the trip.” It is only on a glacier in the 

Rockies that she experiences one moment away from worry, recording that the scenery “has such 

effect upon us that we cease to fret upon the antique cut of our garments, caring not that we have 

neither ‘umbrella’ hats nor ‘hobble’ skirts which are at present in vogue.” 

 These anxieties over her performance of an appropriate middle-class white femininity 

come to a head during Carr’s time on ship; clearly the loss of her trunk was a disturbing incident 

for the artist for a more significant reason than the frustrating incompetence of the train 

company. One anecdote deserves to be quoted at length: 

And now came time to embark on the Empress of Ireland for Liverpool all our warm and 
sea faring clothes were in our lost trunk. Sister after much fitting and refitting got a 
Quebecian coat, but I stoutly refused to follow her example, feeling that, the CPR have 
lost my clothes, and that I will in a way even up on CPR by embarking on their vessel 
looking dowdy and ill dressed. I did buy a rug for the deck in which I intended to swathe 
myself and forlornly promenade the deck, a spectacle of reproach to them. “At least” 
prayed sister, “for my sake have your linen duster washed it is so spotty”. I humoured her 
in this, and the wretched thing shrunk so immoderately, it was barely more than an eaton 
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jacket; and I was obliged to carry my arms at right angles, and indeed my discomfiture 
was so great I took to my bed but my miseries apparently made no impression on the 
CPR whatever. 
 

The illustration shows the two sisters contrasted once again (fig. 8); while her sister admires her 

neat silhouette in a hand mirror, clearly pleased by her new coat, Emily struggles in the 

background with an ill-fitting jacket, looking lumpy and awkward. 

 Alice was not unreasonable to fret about their clothing on board. Considerable amounts 

of ink were spilled in guidebooks giving advice to women on how to dress for a transatlantic 

voyage. A tourist guide published by Boston’s Women’s Rest Tour Association exhorts its 

readers to dress well, explaining “If you occupy on the steamer anything above the position of 

absolute invalid, you will be assisting, much of the time, at a sort of mild festivity, and, unless 

entirely lacking in the natural feminine desire to look your best, you will then deeply regret 

masquerading as a guy,” and further encouraging the tourist to think about sprucing up the “new, 

stout, plain and pretty dress”13 recommended for ship travel by the Association with accessories 

like kerchiefs, scarves, and especially nice shoes, which will be “conspicuous objects when one 

arranges herself in a steamer chair.”14 Travel writer Mary Cadwalader Jones, too, contributes 

commentary that is apt to leave the reader anxious about whether she is up to snuff: 

On some of the very fashionable [ships] women are now said to dress almost as much as 
if they were at home, but that certainly seems unnecessary. Heroines in novels are always 
described as bewitchingly lovely at sea, but to more ordinary mortals it is decidedly 
trying. Unless the hair curls naturally as tightly as a water-spaniel’s, it is blown into 
straight wisps, and a few days on deck will usually give a liberal coat of sunburn to the 
complexion. Girls on their first voyage often look as if the steamer had carried them off 
from the dock by mistake; but, on the other hand, old travellers who keep old clothes for 
the ocean are apt to have the air of pauper emigrants; while one sometimes sees a 

                                                
13 Women's Rest Tour Association, A Summer in England, with a Continental Supplement: A Handbook for the Use 
of American Women, 5th ed. (Boston: A.J. Ochs and Company, 1900), 9. 
14 WRTA, 11. 
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despondent soul who gives up the struggle in despair and makes occasional visits to the 
deck in a large cloak worn over a dressing-gown.15 
 

While amusing to the contemporary reader, guidebook instructions on how to dress and the Carr 

sisters’ evident anxiety over appearance reveal the extent to which women were required to 

maintain a certain level of respectable middle- or upper-class white femininity while onboard 

ship, and while travelling in general. (Ultimately, though, Carr herself succumbed to seasickness 

and became one of Jones’s “despondent souls” for the duration of the voyage [fig. 9].) 

 These worries about gender and class identity are, I argue, linked to greater anxieties 

about Carr’s and her fellow North American travelers’ status as white colonials returning home 

to the seat of empire. Canadian women who travelled abroad were encouraged to be constantly 

aware of their public appearance and behaviour, and warned that they should represent their 

colonial homeland in the best possible manner while in the mother country.16 This was an 

important task on both a personal and political level. Cecilia Morgan has argued that the popular 

phenomenon of groups of white British women travelling to Canada was part of a process by 

which “Nineteenth- and early-twentieth century colonial and imperial governments and 

voluntary organizations attempted to secure imperial ties through the importation and display of 

white British womanhood.”17 This was likewise true of Canadian women returning home to 

England: they did so as representatives of their homeland, and were meant to show how far that 

colony had come in terms of the “civilization” process. Indeed, the protagonists of Sara Jeannette 

Duncan’s novel are sent abroad by their father with this explicit goal: as heroine Mary Trent 

explains, he  

                                                
15 Mary Cadwalader Jones, European Travel for Women: Notes and Suggestions (New York: Macmillan, 1900), 52-
53. 
16 Kröller, 75.  
17 Morgan, 113. 
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wanted to send us as samples … to go and show forth his country for him … We hadn’t 
any mission, no one had sent for us, yet father managed to impress upon us that we 
weren’t going precisely and only to have a good time, or quite in the frivolous spirit of a 
visit to the United States for instance. ‘If you come across anybody that seems curious,’ 
father said, ‘you can explain that this continent grows something besides Americans’.18 
 

Mary embodies a positive Canadian stereotype: the confident, healthy, independent “Canadian 

girl” who has been raised in the fresh northern Canadian climate. Significantly, it is specifically 

the white female body that acts as the sign that civilization has been achieved in the colonies, and 

who can therefore serve as an advertisement for the progress of her nation and, by extension, the 

health of the Empire and white race. Emily Carr’s threat to embarrass the CPR was essentially a 

threat to look unfeminine on their boat, thereby ruining the illusion that ship travel was a proper, 

civilized experience for white women. It was, as Mary Cadwalader Jones suggests, inappropriate 

for a middle-class white woman to resemble a “pauper emigrant.” 

 As documented in “Sister and I…,” the liminal experience of travel clearly provided the 

opportunity for Emily Carr to think through traditional ideas about the performance of gender, 

class, and race as they applied to colonial homecoming and cultural heritage. Assured by their 

families, friends, and tourist guides that while “England may not actually be ‘home’ to the 

younger civilizations which are its offshoots … ‘it contains all the title-deeds,’”19 Canadian 

women set out on a secular pilgrimage when they stepped onto the boat in Montreal, Quebec 

City, or Halifax, leaving one home to look for another. And yet, the sense of homecoming 

Canadian women expressed when going to Britain was a clearly a complicated, often uneasy one. 

“Home” here indicates not just a physical place, but, as historian Angela Woollacott describes, 

the “locus of cultural memory and ancestral origins”20; travel to this home was an expression of 

                                                
18 Sara Jeanette Duncan, Cousin Cinderella: A Canadian Girl in London (New York: Macmillan, 1908), 10-11. 
19 WRTA, 6-7. 
20 Woollacott, 143. 
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longing for a shared cultural, linguistic, religious, and racial heritage, and an assertion of one’s 

rightful place within that celebrated lineage. 

 Ultimately, Carr’s time in London would occasion even more serious challenges to the 

artist’s identity. While the heart of the empire offered professional opportunities and the glamour 

of a modern metropolis to a colonial “returning home,” Canadian women soon found that they 

were not always welcomed with open arms, often dismissed by their English peers as 

“uncivilized” or “colonial,” labels that again called into question the relative standards of their 

femininity, class, and whiteness and forced them to re-think their own and Canada’s position in 

the British World. Radhika Mohanram has argued of British travellers that in the act of 

“travelling to the colonies, white bodies experience their whiteness as marked in ways that they 

did not at home.”21 This was equally true of white bodies from the colonies that travelled to the 

centre of the empire, even if it was rarely expressed as a specifically racial anxiety. Ultimately, if 

much travel writing deals with the subject of the self encountering the other, Emily Carr’s travel 

writing, chronicling her colonial homecoming, forces the artist-author into a recognition of self-

as-other. Nevertheless, Carr’s final story and illustration is her most optimistic (fig. 10). After a 

chase around Liverpool, the sisters are happily reunited with their luggage at long last. They tour 

the city for fun, where Emily buys an African grey parrot, and finally hop on the train to London, 

“arriv[ing] that night in the world’s metropolis: past trials forgot, and ready to tackle the future 

ones.” 

                                                
21 Radhika Mohanram, Imperial White: Race, Diaspora, and the British Empire (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2007), xxiv. 
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Figure 1. Emily Carr, “We determined on a personal investigation,” in “Sister and I from 
Victoria to London: Memoirs of Ods and Ends,” 1910. 
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Figure 2. “Oh the trials of the train!” 
Figure 3. “A baby show” 
Figure 4. “I tackled the manager myself” 
Figure 5. “A smelling tour all round the hotel” 
 
Emily Carr, in “Sister and I from Victoria to London: Memoirs of Ods and Ends,” 1910. 
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Figure 6. Emily Carr, “Job Jewy, Dealer in Antiques,” in “Sister and I from Victoria to London: 
Memoirs of Ods and Ends,” 1910. 
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Figure 7. Emily Carr, “She is a ‘herbalist’ I am an ‘all round eater’,” in “Sister and I from 
Victoria to London: Memoirs of Ods and Ends,” 1910.  
 

 
 
Figure 8. Emily Carr, “I will in a way even up on CPR by embarking on their vessel looking 
dowdy and ill dressed,” in “Sister and I from Victoria to London: Memoirs of Ods and Ends,” 
1910. 
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Figure 9. Emily Carr, “Rotten Row,” in “Sister and I from Victoria to London: Memoirs of Ods 
and Ends,” 1910. 
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Figure 10. Emily Carr, “And so we came to Liverpool,” in “Sister and I from Victoria to 
London: Memoirs of Ods and Ends,” 1910. 
 

 

 

   

  


